1. Foundation responsibility of spiritual
leadership - people building.
2. The primary focus of people building?
Relationships.
1. _________ People _________ God, the better
people will understand God’s _________ for life.
2. The better people understand God’s _________
for life, the better their _________, _________,
___________ become.
3. Better ____________________ enable people to
__________ God like God ____________
4. That _________ teaches them how to _________
and __________ godly _______________.
1. What Do you Think about _____________ ?
1. Some Christians __________ do not _________ the __________ of grace.
2. Some Christians ___________ grace is God’s only ____________ of Love.
3. Most Christians experience ___________ as they try to ________ God ___________
between God’s grace and our personal ______________.
4. God’s grace is something that is to be more ___________ than ______________.
2. In your understanding, what basic lessons should be learned from Adam and Eve's
garden of Eden experience, Cain's murder of Abel, and the situation when Noah
built the ark?
A. Adam & Even in the garden of Eden.
1. God created Adam and Eve to be husband and wife as they shared a unique form of
companionship.
2. God placed them in a special garden home that perfectly _______________ for every
p_____________l need.
3. They were instructed _______________ eat fruit from the tree of the knowledge of good
and evil, and they plainly _______________ if they ate they would die.
4. Evil ___________________ them.
5. The consequence of disobedience was________________________________ individually.
B. The Cain and Abel conflict:
1. Both ___________________________ sacrifices to God.
2. God was ____________________ by Abel's sacrifice, but___________ by Cain's sacrifice.
3. Cain was a very _________________, vain, ______________h, angry man.
4. He _____________ the anger he felt for God by___________ his brother.
5. After Abel's death, God I___________________ with Cain in one of the most unusual,
________________ interactions recorded between God and a _________________.
C. Noah's pre-flood world
1. Humanity ___________ into such complete evil that God r____________ making people.
2. Only one person was _____________ to God--Noah.
3. With an incredible level of trust, Noah began to___________________________.
D. In those three stories, what are the ____________, simple l___________ to be learned?

2. Mike, What do you see as obvious, simple lessons that are basic to our faith in God?"
A. I see three o_________, simple lessons that are f________________ to a correct v________ of God.
- Simple, obvious lesson # 1: the d___________________ of evil.
Adam & Eve - ____________________________________ intended it.
Cain & Abel - _____________________________________ destructiveness.
Noah’s pre-flood day - ____________________________________ people
- Simple, obvious lesson #2: every person is ______________ for his or her t________,
d_________, and A_______________.
- Simple, obvious lesson #3: God is a God of ________________.
Adam & Eve - ____________ incredible ________________ for their thoughts, decisions, and actions,
God's ________________________ permitted them to ________________.
Cain - ____________ incredible __________ for his thoughts, decisions, and actions, God's ______
_______________ Cain from a death at the ____________ of other ___________.
The people of Noah’s day - ___________ incredible consequences for their thoughts, decisions, and
actions, God's _______________ did not _______________________ _________________.
B. Those three simple, obvious lessons are the ___________ of the fundamental ______________
_______________ has today.
- We are not _____________ of evil because we do not ___________ every in any form or
__________________ to be __________________.
- We do not believe that we individually are _________ for our th________ ,
D_____________ , and a_________.
- We do not ________________ God to be a ______________ of _________________.

The person who does not
understand (a) the ___________
of evil, (b) the ___________ of
the person, and (c) God's
________ will fail to do one of
two things. He or she ________
come to God because he or she
feels no __________ for God. Or,
he or she will not ___________
God.

